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The high Atlantic surface salinity has sometimes been interpreted as a signature of the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation and an associated salt advection feedback. Here, the role of
oceanic and atmospheric processes for creating the surface salinity difference between the Atlantic
and Indo–Pacific is examined using observations and a conceptual model. In each basin, zonally
averaged data are represented in diagrams relating net evaporation (Ẽ) and surface salinity (S). The
data-pair curves in the Ẽ–S plane share common features in both basins. However, the slopes of the
curves are generally smaller in the Atlantic than in the Indo–Pacific, indicating a weaker sensitivity
of the Atlantic surface salinity to net evaporation variations. To interpret these observations, a
conceptual advective-diffusive model of the upper-ocean salinity is constructed. Notably, the Ẽ–S
relations can be qualitatively reproduced with only meridional diffusive salt transport. In this
limit, the inter-basin difference in salinity is caused by the spatial structure of net evaporation,
which in the Indo–Pacific oceans contains lower meridional wavenumbers that are weakly damped
by the diffusive transport. The observed Atlantic Ẽ–S relationship at the surface reveals no clear
influence of northward advection associated with the meridional overturning circulation; however a
signature of northward advection emerges in the relationship when the salinity is vertically averaged
over the upper kilometer. The results indicate that the zonal-mean near-surface salinity is shaped
primarily by the spatial pattern of net evaporation and the diffusive meridional salt transport due to























The high Atlantic surface salinity has sometimes been interpreted as a signature of the Atlantic32
Meridional Overturning Circulation and an associated salt advection feedback. Here, the role of33
oceanic and atmospheric processes for creating the surface salinity difference between the Atlantic34
and Indo–Pacific is examined using observations and a conceptual model. In each basin, zonally35
averaged data are represented in diagrams relating net evaporation (Ẽ) and surface salinity (S). The36
data-pair curves in the Ẽ–S plane share common features in both basins. However, the slopes of the37
curves are generally smaller in the Atlantic than in the Indo–Pacific, indicating a weaker sensitivity38
of the Atlantic surface salinity to net evaporation variations. To interpret these observations, a39
conceptual advective-diffusive model of the upper-ocean salinity is constructed. Notably, the Ẽ–S40
relations can be qualitatively reproduced with only meridional diffusive salt transport. In this41
limit, the inter-basin difference in salinity is caused by the spatial structure of net evaporation,42
which in the Indo–Pacific oceans contains lower meridional wavenumbers that are weakly damped43
by the diffusive transport. The observed Atlantic Ẽ–S relationship at the surface reveals no clear44
influence of northward advection associated with the meridional overturning circulation; however a45
signature of northward advection emerges in the relationship when the salinity is vertically averaged46
over the upper kilometer. The results indicate that the zonal-mean near-surface salinity is shaped47
primarily by the spatial pattern of net evaporation and the diffusive meridional salt transport due to48
wind-driven gyres and mesoscale ocean eddies, rather than by salt advection within the meridional49
overturning circulation.50
1. Introduction51
The global meridional overturning circulation (MOC) exchanges water between the surface and52
deep ocean and between themajor ocean basins (Marshall and Speer 2012; Talley 2013;Cessi 2019).53
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The MOC transports heat, freshwater and biogeochemical tracers, thereby influencing climate and54
the cycling of carbon and nutrients in the ocean (Talley 2003; Sarmiento and Toggweiler 1984;55
Galbraith and de Lavergne 2019). The Atlantic MOC (AMOC) is associated with a northward56
transport of upper ocean water toward northern sites of deep sinking, and a southward transport57
of deep water (Wunsch and Heimbach 2013; Cessi 2019). A striking inter-basin asymmetry of the58
MOC is the absence of a strong Pacific MOC and of deep sinking in the North Pacific.59
A fundamental and yet unresolved question is why there is an AMOC but no Pacific MOC60
(PMOC) in the present climate (Huisman et al. 2012; Ferreira et al. 2018; Weijer et al. 2019). It is61
well established that it is the contrast in surface salinity between the Pacific and the Atlantic that62
prevents deep sinking in the North Pacific (Weyl 1968; Warren 1983): In the North Pacific, surface63
water is fresher and lighter than the deep water, which is close to the mean deep-water salinity64
of the world ocean. However, the salinity contrast in itself provides no satisfying process-based65
explanation, and there are diverging ideas of why this contrast arises. Several hypotheses have66
been proposed to explain the asymmetry in circulation and salinity between the two basin. These67
hypotheses fall into two main categories (see Ferreira et al. 2018, for a review):68
H1: The salinity contrast is set by differences in net evaporation over the basins. Here, the69
Atlantic–Pacific difference in the surface freshwater balance is primarily viewed to be created70
by zonal asymmetries of the atmospheric circulation and the drainage basins (Weyl 1968;71
Emile-Geay et al. 2003; Ferreira et al. 2010; Wills and Schneider 2015). To the extent that72
the atmospheric circulation is not modified by changes in the MOC, a single equilibrium state73
of the MOC is expected.74
H2: The salinity contrast is set by differences in oceanic salt transports. Asymmetries in basin75
geometry and wind forcing as well as the oceanic salt-advection feedback contribute to elevate76
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the Atlantic salinity (Reid 1961; Stommel 1961; Warren 1983; Nilsson et al. 2013; Jones and77
Cessi 2017; Weijer et al. 2019). The MOC may have multiple equilibrium states.78
The asymmetry in salinity likely results from a combination of these atmospheric and oceanic79
processes, but their relative importance remains uncertain. Several asymmetries in mountain80
range distributions and ocean basin geometry have been identified that act to increase Atlantic81
surface salinities relative to the Pacific, either by affecting the net evaporation or the oceanic82
salt transports (Seager et al. 2002; Maffre et al. 2018; Reid 1961; Nilsson et al. 2013; Jones and83
Cessi 2017). However, progress has been limited in quantifying the numerous proposed processes84
and in determining their relative importance. A quantitative understanding of the geographical85
and climatic factors that determine the sinking locations in the world ocean is of fundamental86
significance. First, when developing present-day climate models, or even upgrading existing ones,87
some models can yield a PMOC rather than an AMOC, or a strongly reduced AMOC compensated88
by increased Southern Ocean sinking (see Mecking et al. 2016; Ferreira et al. 2018, and references89
therein). This may indicate that the geographical features assumed to favour Atlantic sinking90
are rather weak; or that their impacts are inadequately represented in some climate models. The91
AMOC "problem" is usually addressed by tuning of model parameters and drainage pathways until92
a realistic AMOC is obtained; an approach that may yield a model AMOC with incorrect stability93
features and sensitivity to global warming (Stouffer et al. 2006; Cimatoribus et al. 2012; Weijer94
et al. 2019; Cael and Jansen 2020). Second, the locations of the deep sinking and associated MOC95
pathways in past epochs of the Earth can have a strong influence on carbon cycling and climate96
(DeConto and Pollard 2003; Ferrari et al. 2014; Galbraith and de Lavergne 2019). Thus, knowledge97
of which aspects of the basin geometry and climatic conditions control the MOC is crucial for98
understanding the ocean’s role in past as well as future climate transitions.99
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Motivated by these broader questions concerning the ocean salinity distribution and the MOC,100
we here explore and develop a diagnostic concept introduced by Ferreira et al. (2018): to analyse101
zonally-averaged observations in evaporation–salinity diagrams. This representation encapsulates102
the forcing (net evaporation) and the response (surface salinity). Specifically, we extend the work103
of Ferreira et al. (2018) to analyse zonally-averaged observations with higher latitudinal resolution104
in evaporation–salinity diagrams and to interpret the results using a conceptual advective-diffusive105
model. We begin by briefly examining observations of zonal-mean net evaporation and surface106
salinity. Next, we introduce and analyze the conceptual model, and then return to the observations107
and discusswhat they can tell us about the relative importance of atmospheric and oceanic processes108
in setting the present-day Atlantic–Pacific salinity asymmetry.109
2. The observed relationship between zonal-mean net evaporation and surface salinity110
Here, we analyze net evaporation data from ERA-Interim reanalysis for the period 1979-2012111
(Dee et al. 2011), with treatment of continental runoff as described in Wills and Schneider (2015),112
and climatological surface salinity from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 (Zweng et al. 2013). The113
climatological salinity is based on observations taken between 1955 and 2012, but by construction114
it is more influenced by the data-rich later part of the period. We have also calculated and analyzed115
a time-mean salinity based on the individual decadal data from 1975 to 2012 in the World Ocean116
Atlas 2013. For the time-mean relationship between zonal-mean net evaporation and surface117
salinity, which is our focus, the difference in using the 1975-2012 mean and the climatological118
salinity is small enough that we for simplicity have chosen to use the standard climatological119
salinity in the World Ocean Atlas 2013.120
The surface salinity variations are forced by freshwater fluxes at the sea surface, acting to change121
the salinity at a rate proportional to the net evaporation. As there are essentially no feedbacks122
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between the surface salinity and net evaporation (Stommel 1961; Haney 1971), the steady-state123
surface salinity distribution is controlled by a balance between the surface freshwater fluxes and124
the rate at which advective and diffusive processes redistribute salinity1 in the ocean (Schmitt125
2008; Hieronymus et al. 2014; Zika et al. 2015; Ponte and Vinogradova 2016). As a result, there126
is a general correlation between net evaporation and surface salinity, which is apparent in the127
zonally-averaged observations shown in Fig. 1. Here, the zonally-averaged net evaporation (Ẽ)128
includes continental runoff129
Ẽ def= E −P− R, (1)
and E, P and R are the zonally-averaged evaporation, precipitation, and runoff, respectively. In130
all ocean basins, high surface salinities are encountered in the dry subtropical regions, and lower131
salinities are encountered in the wet tropical and high-latitude regions. The North Atlantic is132
generally more evaporative than the North Indo–Pacific, but discharge from the Amazon River133
contributes to a strong zonal-mean net precipitation (i.e. Ẽ < 0) in the equatorial Atlantic (Craig134
et al. 2017). The salinity fields appear slightly smoother than the net evaporation fields, indicating135
that scale-selective damping suppresses the smaller scales of the net evaporative forcing.136
Figure 1 also reveals some deviations from a simple one-to-one relation between Ẽ and S,137
particularly when the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific are compared. These deviations can be illuminated138
by representing the zonally-averaged observations in a diagram spanned by net evaporation (x139
axis) and surface salinity (y axis). The Ẽ–S diagrams combine the forcing (net evaporation) with140
the response (surface salinity) and encapsulate information on the efficiency of oceanic processes141
in damping surface salinity variations. Figure 2 shows Ẽ–S diagrams for the Atlantic and Indo–142
1In a steady state, it is freshwater and not salt that is transported; but the freshwater transport multiplied by a mean ocean salinity can by viewed
as a virtual salt transport (Craig et al. 2017).
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Pacific, where the data have been zonally-averaged in 5◦ wide latitude bands2. The Ẽ and S data143
pairs from different latitude bands do not fall on a straight lines. Instead, the data trace out curves144
in the Ẽ–S plane with slopes that vary latitudinally and yield multivalued relations between surface145
salinity and net evaporation. There are a few noteworthy general features of the Ẽ–S curves:146
1. Their slopes are smaller in the tropics than in the extratropics.147
2. The curves tend to turn and loop near the subtropical salinity maxima: progressing poleward148
the curves turn anticlockwise.149
3. In the Indo–Pacific, the Ẽ–S relation is more equatorially asymmetric and indicates a higher150
salinity sensitivity to variations in net evaporation than in the Atlantic. (Progressing away151
from the black markers in Fig. 2, the curves are approximately parallel in the Atlantic, but not152
in the Indo–Pacific, where the equatorial asymmetry is larger.)153
We will try to explain these features using the conceptual model described below. The bending of154
the Ẽ–S curves in the subtropics reflect that the salinity maxima are encountered slightly poleward155
of themaxima in net evaporation (Gordon et al. 2015; Ponte andVinogradova 2016). This poleward156
shift can also be seen by comparing the latitudinal distribution of the zonal-mean net evaporation157
and salinity in Fig. 1, but the shift is more conspicuous in the Ẽ–S diagram.158
The local slopes of the Ẽ–S curves between nearby latitude points measure salinity sensitivity to159
variations in net evaporation. However, the local slopes are sensitive to the latitudinal averaging160
window and to whether centered or one-sided differences are used to calculate them; they can161
be negative, and generally there will be a few latitude points that will have very large positive or162
2We exclude marginal seas in the zonal-mean surface salinity but include them in the zonally-averaged Ẽ , taken over the associated drainage
basins. This affects only the Atlantic salinities, where low surface salinities in the Black and Baltic Seas distort the Atlantic zonal-mean salinity
profile if included in the Atlantic zonal mean (Fig. 1b). Our rationale is that these low salinities reflect constricted exchange of the marginal seas
rather than features of the open Atlantic Ocean circulation. This choice does not qualitatively affect the Atlantic Ẽ–S relationship.
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negative slopes. A more robust way to measure the sensitivity is obtained by following Ferreira163
et al. (2018) to calculate an overall salinity sensitivity by fitting, in a least-squares sense, a straight164
line to the data points165
S(Ẽ) = ST + kẼ, (2)
where ST is the fitted ”target” salinity at Ẽ = 0 and k is the slope. A least squares fit of the data166
points between 40◦S and 65◦N give a slope in the Atlantic (Indo–Pacific) that corresponds to a167
salinity change of 0.7 (1.3) psu per m year−1. We have calculated the regression slopes in Ẽ–S168
diagrams using latitudinal binning of the data ranging from 5 to 20 degrees (not shown). The169
slopes increase slightly with the binning width, but the ratio between the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific170
slopes is essentially constant up to a binning width of 15 degrees (see below). The calculated171
regression slopes indicate that the surface salinity sensitivity to net evaporation variations is nearly172
twice as large in the Indo–Pacific Basin as in the Atlantic Basin.173








where ∆S and ∆Ẽ are the ranges in salinity and net evaporation, respectively, and S0 = 35 psu a176
constant reference salinity. Using the regression slope defined in Eq. (2), one can estimate the177
ratio ∆S/∆Ẽ ≈ k, and hence obtain the damping timescale as τ ≈ kh/S0. For example, if we178
take a surface layer of 100 m thickness, the regression slope in Fig. 2 gives a damping timescale179
of 2 (4) years in the Atlantic (Indo–Pacific). Estimates of salinity damping timescales based on180
observations and modelling give timescales ranging from a few years in the ocean mixed layer181
(Hall and Manabe 1997) to several decades in interior ocean (Williams et al. 2006; Zika et al.182
2015; Ferreira et al. 2018).183
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Regional details in Fig. 2 can be removed by calculating more coarse-grained Ẽ–S diagrams,184
based on area-averages in wider latitude bands. This is in effect a spatial low-pass filtering that185
reduces the range in salinity and net evaporation. Main features of the Ẽ–S curves in Fig. 2 can186
still be identified in diagrams based on latitude bands of 10 to 15 degrees width (not shown).187
Binning in uniform latitude bands wider than about 15 degrees no longer adequately samples188
the structure of the data, and the results become dependent on the binning width. However, an189
illuminating large-scale view is obtained by selecting ocean-circulation regimes as in Ferreira et al.190
(2018): southern/northern subtropical regions (40◦S–0◦/0◦–40◦N) and northern subpolar regions191
(40◦N–65◦N); where the subtropics roughly encompass the wet near-equatorial and dry subtropical192
regions that host the oceanic subtropical cells and gyres. Figure 3 shows the corresponding Ẽ–S193
diagram. As discussed by Ferreira et al. (2018), the data within the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific194
basins fall approximately on two straight lines, describing generally higher Atlantic salinities and195
a stronger sensitivity (steeper slope) in the Indo–Pacific.196
This preliminary analysis of the Ẽ–S diagrams brings up two questions. First, can the zonal-mean197
observations reveal additional information on whether it is primarily differences in net evaporation198
or ocean processes that cause the apparent higher sensitivity in the Indo–Pacific Ocean: Is the199
basin difference in salinity explained chiefly by hypothesis H1 or H2? Second, can the shapes of200
the Ẽ–S curves reveal information on which oceanic processes control the damping of the surface201
salinity? Specifically, can a signature of the Meridional Overturning Circulation be detected in the202
Ẽ–S relations? To examine these questions, we will consider a simple advective–diffusive model203
of the zonal-mean upper ocean salinity. We will return to the interpretation of the observations204
after examining the conceptual model.205
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3. Relationship between net evaporation and surface salinity: a conceptual advective-diffusive206
model207
The zonal-mean surface salinity is affected by meridional advection and diffusion as well as208
vertical salt fluxes (Ponte and Vinogradova 2016). The zonal-mean near-surface meridional flow is209
dominated by wind-driven Ekman transports and is generally directed poleward in the tropics and210
equatorward in the extratropics (Schott et al. 2013; Gordon et al. 2015). Hence, the near-surface211
zonal-mean flow has meridional structure, which implies vertical motion. The wind-driven gyres212
have only a small impact on the zonal-mean meridional flow. However, zonal shears of the gyres213
and vertical shears of shallow subtropical cells (McCreary and Lu 1994; Nilsson and Körnich214
2008; Schott et al. 2013) as well as their seasonal and inter-annual variations, increase the effective215
meridional diffusivity on the zonally-averaged salinity in the near-surface ocean (Rhines and Young216
1983; Young and Jones 1991; Wang et al. 1995; Rose and Marshall 2009; Jones and Cessi 2018).217
For simplicity, we neglect the meridional structure of the near-surface flow and examine how218
constant northward advection and diffusive transport affect the zonal-mean sea-surface salinity219
and its relation to the net evaporation in a conceptual model. Specifically, we consider a model220
of the zonal-mean salinity in an upper-ocean layer with constant depth h and zonal width B (Fig.221
4). In the upper layer, the salinity (S), meridional velocity (v), and meridional diffusivity (κ) are222
assumed to depend only on the meridional coordinate y. An entrainment velocity we is used to223
model vertical diffusive salt fluxes between the surface layer and the interior ocean, which has a224
constant salinity Sd . The advective velocity represents a meridional overturning circulation with a225
constant northward volume transport (ψ) in the upper layer given by226
ψ = vBh. (4)
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The upper-layer volume flow is assumed to return southward in an interior layer, which is not227
represented in the model. The domain is an ocean basin limited by vertical walls at its the southern228













+ Bwe(S− Sd) = BẼS0. (5)
Here, the term BẼS0 is the surface forcing, and the left-hand side represents oceanic processes that231
damp salinity variations. The vertical mixing term Bwe(S − Sd) by itself gives a linear relation232
between S and Ẽ. We begin by neglecting vertical mixing and focus on the advective and diffusive233
terms.234
In the model calculations, we consider Ẽ fields that integrate to zero over the model domain. For235
ψ = 0, this allows solutions to Eq. (5) to satisfy a zero diffusive flux condition (i.e., dS/dy = 0)236
at the northern and southern basin boundaries. For non-zero advection, the diffusive flux cannot237
generally be zero at both the boundaries. This is a consequence of non-zero v; if the salinity is not238
the same at both boundaries, then there will be advective convergence or divergence that must be239
balanced by diffusive boundary fluxes. A more complex model with an active layer is needed to240
ensure salt conservation. As we will show, however, the simple one-layer model yields advective-241
diffusive solutions that are physically relevant if they satisfy a zero diffusive flux condition at the242






The impact of this boundary condition decays exponentially from the northern boundary, which244
yields advective-diffusive solutions that reproduce aspects of the observations; further physical245
considerations and technical details related to the boundary conditions are discussed in the ap-246
pendix.247
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Below, we will consider some simple and illustrative solutions to Eq. (7).250
a. A simple harmonic net evaporation field251
First, we consider an ”ocean” extending from y = −L to y = L and examine solutions to Eq. (7)252
forced by an equatorially-symmetric evaporation field described by a single cosine function253
Ẽ(y) = Ê cos(2πy/L), (8)
where Ê < 0 is the amplitude (Fig. 4). This idealized field has wet tropical and polar latitude bands254
with dry subtropical regions in between. To obtain a solution for the salinity field, we make the255
ansatz256
S(y) = a cos(ly)+ bsin(ly), (9)
where l = 2π/L is the meridional wavenumber. By inserting this expression into Eq. (7) and using257
the linear independence of the cosine and sine functions, we can determine a and b. The result can258
be written as259
S(y) = Ŝ cos(ly−φ). (10)











= [(κl2)2+ (vl)2]−1/2, (12)
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is an effective damping timescale due to horizontal advection and diffusion. The Peclet number262
Pe def= vL/κ, (13)
measuring the relative importance of advection and diffusion, is related to the phase φ as Pe =263
2π tan(φ). In the model calculations, we will only consider northward advection (v > 0), implying264
that Pe > 0 as defined in Eq. (13). However, it is common practice to only use positive Peclet265
numbers, and we will follow this when discussing advection due to zonal-mean surface Ekman266
transports that can be northward as well as southward.267
Using Eqs. (8) and(10), the evaporation–salinity relation can be written as268
[Ẽ, S] = [Ê cos(ly), Ŝ cos(ly−φ)], (14)
where ly ranges from −2π to 2π. This equation describes a family of elliptical curves3 in the Ẽ–S269
plane, which have two limiting cases:270
1. A diffusive limit (v = 0), where φ = 0 and the ellipse reduces to a straight-line segment. For271
fixed values of v and κ, this limit is approached as the wavenumber l becomes large.272
2. An advective limit (κ = 0) where φ = π/2 and the salinity is shifted 90 degrees downstream273
relative to the net evaporation. Here, Eq. (14) describes a closed ellipse. For fixed values of274
v and κ, this limit is approached as the wavenumber l becomes small compared to v/κ.275
Figure 5a shows evaporation–salinity relations Eq. (14) for phases given by φ = 0 (Pe = 0) and276
φ = π/7 (Pe ≈ 3). For non-zero advection, the relation between Ẽ and S is multivalued: For each277
value of Ẽ, there is one higher and one lower value of S, which in physical space, are located278
upstream and downstream of the extrema in Ẽ, respectively.279
3If Ê and Ŝ are normalized to unity, the major axis of the ellipse is tilted 45 degrees relative to the x-axis and the ratio between the minor and
major axes is sin(φ).
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Hence, the slope is controlled jointly by features characterizing the oceanic diffusive transport (hκ)281
and the meridional wavenumber of net evaporation field (l). Note that the slope is proportional to282
the oceanic damping timescale, which in the diffusive limit is (κl2)−1. This is in correspondence283
with Eq. (3) that also relates damping timescale and slope in Ẽ–S diagrams.284
For non-zero values of v, the solution described by Eq. (10) does not satisfy the boundary285
condition of zero diffusive flux at the northern basin edge (Eq. 6). To meet this condition, we add286
a homogenous solution of Eq. (7)287
SH (y) = A+ B exp[Pe(y/L)], (16)
where A and B are constants. The appendix outlines how solutions satisfying the boundary288
condition Eq. (6) can be obtained. In the tropics, a zonal-mean velocity based on the poleward289
flow in the wind-driven surface Ekman layer yields v ∼ 0.01 m s−1 (a typical Ekman transport290
distributed over a 50 m surface layer) and eddy diffusivity estimates suggest that κ ∼ 5 ·103 m2 s−1291
(Abernathey and Marshall 2013). Taking a length scale characterizing the distance between the292
subtropical extrema in net evaporation (L ∼ 2 · 106 m) yields Pe ∼ 4, suggesting that meridional293
Ekman advection should be important for the surface salinity budget. As we will discuss further294
below, however, wind-driven gyres contribute to meridional diffusion of the zonal-mean salinity.295
This increases the effective meridional diffusivity and decreases the Peclet number.296
Figure 5b shows the evaporation–salinity relation for φ = π/7 (corresponding to Pe≈ 3) where the297
homogeneous salinity solution Eq. (16) has been added to satisfy the northern boundary condition298
of zero diffusive flux (Eq. 6). This increases the strength of the advection relative to diffusion299
near the northern boundary and elevates the salinity. However, there is no salt-advection feedback300
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(Stommel 1961) as the velocity is prescribed and independent of the salinity in the model. The301
homogenous solution increases the salinity going northward, and the resulting Ẽ–S curve in Fig.302
5b is no longer a closed ellipse, but rather a spiral: progressing from south to north across the wet303
and dry zones the salinity increases gradually.304
The simple cosine evaporation field illustrates how advection can shift the salinity extrema305
relative to the net evaporation extrema, causing a multi-valued Ẽ–S relation. However, these306
advective Ẽ–S relation are rather different from the observed ones (Fig. 2). We will now show that307
the main differences are related to the more complex spatial structure of the real net evaporation308
fields.309
b. Solutions for equatorially-symmetric net evaporation fields310
There are two equatorially-symmetric features of the real net evaporation distribution (Fig. 1a)311
that differ from the simple single-wavenumber cosine field (Eq. 8, Fig. 4). First, the peak in net312
evaporation is located closer to the equator than to the pole. Second, the amplitude of the wet313
equatorial extremum is larger than the amplitudes of the dry subtropical and wet subpolar extrema.314
Primarily, this reflects the narrow ascending regions of the Hadley circulation that confine the net315
precipitation in the Inter Tropical Convergence Zones. These features cannot be represented by316
a single wavenumber cosine function and additional higher wavenumber must be included in a317
Fourier series expansion of Ẽ(y). Due to the scale-selective advective-diffusive salinity damping318
in the conceptual model, inclusion of higher wavenumber in the freshwater forcing yields a muted319
salinity response, which alters the Ẽ–S relation. It should be emphasised, however, that for a given320
Ẽ field, the shape of the salinity solutions to Eq. (7) still depends only on the Peclet number Pe and321
the boundary conditions.322
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Here, we use an Ẽ field based on the equatorially-symmetric component of the net evaporation323
field in the Atlantic (Fig. 1a), with a constant added to make the area-integrated net evaporation324
zero in the model basin. Figure 6a shows this Ẽ field and corresponding salinity solutions for two325
Peclect numbers. In effect, the scale selective damping causes the salinity fields to be spatially326
low-passed filtered versions of the Ẽ field. In the diffusive limit (Pe = 0), the salinity field is327
equatorially symmetric. Non-zero northward advection (Pe = 2, where the boundary condition Eq.328
6 is used) breaks the symmetry by increasing the salinity in the northern hemisphere relative to the329
southern hemisphere.330
Figure 7 shows the Ẽ–S relations for the ”Atlantic-like” Ẽ field, which is constructed to be331
symmetric about the equator. In contrast to the single wavenumber case, the diffusive limit does332
not yield a straight line in the Ẽ–S diagram (Fig. 7a). There are now two branches: one tropical333
with a weaker slope and one extratropical with a steeper slope, which reflects the smaller meridional334
length scale (or equivalently stronger curvature) of Ẽ(y) in the tropics4. Notably, the scale-selective335
diffusive damping yields higher salinities at the equator than in the subpolar regions, despite that336
the net precipitation is higher near the equator. In addition, the Ẽ–S curve makes a loop and337
crosses itself near the subtropical salinity maximum. Accordingly, the spatial features of the net338
evaporation can shift the extrema in S relative to the extrema in Ẽ even in the limit of diffusive339
transport.340
The underlying physics is straightforward and can be illustrated by examining the diffusive limit341
of Eq. (5), which results by taking ψ = 0 [where we use Eq. (5) with we = 0, rather than Eq. (7)342
to allow for latitudinal variations in κ and B]. By integrating meridionally from the southern343
4This is consistent with Eq. (15) if l−1 is viewed as a measure of the local distance between adjacent extrema in Ẽ (y), which are smaller in the
tropic.
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where ys is the southern domain limit. Equation (17) shows that the extrema in S(y) are co-located346
with the zeros of F (y). The extrema in Ẽ, on the other hand, are found where dẼ/dy = 0 and thus347
co-located with zeros of d2F/dy2 (assuming a constant basin width B). For the single wavenumber348
cosine Ẽ field, the zeros of F and dẼ/dy are co-located and the Ẽ–S curve is a straight line that349
does not cross itself. However, for the symmetric ”Atlantic-like” Ẽ field, the zeros of F (y) in the350
subtropics (at |y | ≈ 0.33) are located poleward of the zeros of dẼ/dy (at |y | ≈ 0.28). The observed351
atmospheric freshwater transport also shares this feature (see Figs. 1a and 8b). Thus, bending and352
looping in Ẽ–S curves can be caused by both advective and diffusive transport for net evaporation353
fields composed of multiple wavenumbers.354
Figure 7b shows how advection modifies the diffusive Ẽ–S relations for a Peclet number of 2.355
The northward advection shifts the salinity extrema northward of the extrema in net evaporation. In356
the northern subtropics, this reinforces the poleward displacement of the salinity maximum relative357
to the net evaporation maximum arising from the diffusive salt transport and amplifies the loop of358
the Ẽ–S curve in the northern subtropics. In the southern subtropics, the displacing tendencies359
due to diffusion and advection counter each other, which essentially removes the loop in the Ẽ–S360
curve.361
Figure 6b shows the model Ẽ–S relations area-averaged in subpolar and subtropical latitude362
bands. In correspondence with the observational analysis (Fig. 3), the subtropical regions extend363
from the equator to the latitude where net evaporation changes from being positive to negative364
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(at |y/L | = 0.7) and the subpolar regions extend poleward from this point to |y/L | = 1. As the365
the diffusive solution is equatorially symmetric, this area-averaged representation yields only two366
points in the Ẽ–S diagram: One subpolar and one subtropical that are connected by a straight line.367
The advective solution, on the other hand, yields four different points in the Ẽ–S plane that do not368
fall on a straight line. Compared to the Atlantic data in Fig. 3, the model has a more pronounced369
northward salinity gradient across the equator. Thus, effects of the meridional advection persists370
in the coarse-grained Ẽ–S relation of the conceptual model: moving from the south to the north,371
the Ẽ–S curve turns anticlockwise. This advective signature is not apparent in Fig. 3. However, as372
we will discuss in Section 4c, Fig. 6b qualitatively resemble the Ẽ–S relation obtained when the373
Atlantic salinity is vertically averaged over the upper kilometre.374
c. Solutions for equatorially asymmetric net evaporation fields375
Wenow consider how hemispheric asymmetries of the Ẽ fields affect themodel salinity solutions.376
Wewill first consider the diffusive limit, where the basin widths only indirectly affect the solutions,377
and then consider some advective-diffusive solutions. For this purpose, we construct semi-realistic378
representations of the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific net evaporation fields in ”model basins” that extend379
from 65◦S to 65◦N, divided zonally in the Southern Ocean according to the standard hydrographic380
definitions (Zweng et al. 2013). As in section 2, the net evaporation data are taken from the381
ERA-Interim reanalysis for 1979–2012 (Dee et al. 2011) and include continental runoff (Wills and382
Schneider 2015). Within the basin sectors, we first compute the area-mean net evaporation over the383
basins; about 0.17 and -0.06 m year−1 for the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific sectors, respectively. Next,384
we subtract these numbers from the zonal-mean net evaporation fields, which are then integrated385
northward from 65◦S yielding the freshwater transport F (y) in each basin sector; see Eq. (18).386
The calculation yields freshwater transports that are zero at both the southern and northern ”basin387
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boundaries”, allowing us to ignore issues related to freshwater transports into the Arctic Ocean388
(Wijffels et al. 1992; Talley 2008) and imposing a boundary condition of zero diffusive flux at both389
of the latitudinal basin boundaries when Pe = 0. (We will briefly discuss the impact of the net390
evaporation over the Atlantic sector in the next section.)391
Figure 8 shows the latitudinal variation of the basin widths as well as the freshwater transport392
per basin width, defined as393
G(y) def= F (y)/B(y), (19)
where B(y) is the zonal width of the basin sector. Note that in the diffusive limit, the salinity394
solutions depend on the basin width only because of its effect on G(y); see Eqs. (17,20). In the395
tropics the Indo–Pacific basin is roughly five times as wide as the Atlantic basin, but the difference396
decreases northward. The transports per unit width, on the other hand, are broadly similar in397
amplitude, but with some structural differences between the basins caused by large-scale zonal398
asymmetries in the net evaporation and drainage basins (Wills and Schneider 2015; Craig et al.399
2017). The similarity in the amplitudes of G primarily reflects that the amplitudes of the zonal-400
mean net evaporation in the two basins are broadly similar (Fig. 1). As we will show it is primarily401
the difference in shape between the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific freshwater transports, rather than the402
difference in their amplitudes, that is the key for the basin difference in surface salinity.403
In the diffusive limit (Pe = 0), the salinity field can be obtained by integrating Eq. (17) northward404







where the salinity at the southern boundary has been set to zero. Figure 9a shows the diffusive406
salinity solutions in the ”Atlantic” and ”Indo–Pacific” sectors. Here, we have taken κh = 1.5 · 106407
m3 s−1 to obtain realistic salinity variations. For a surface layer with a thickness of about 100 m,408
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this translates to an effective diffusivity κ of order 104 m2 s−1; we will discuss the realism of this409
number below. We emphasise that the value of κh only affects the amplitude of the salinity fields410
and not their shape, which are determined by the shape of G.411
It is relevant to note that κ, which in the model represents an effective diffusivity associated412
with meso-scale eddies and wind-driven gyres, is in reality expected to have latitudinal variations.413
Scaling arguments suggest that diffusivity due to wind-driven gyres is proportional to the square414
of the wind-stress curl (Wang et al. 1995; Rose and Marshall 2009), and hence has peaks at the415
latitudes where the transports of the tropical, subtropical, and subpolar gyres have their maxima.416
Further, meso-scale eddy diffusivity tends generally to decline poleward and has a local minimum417
near the equator (Abernathey and Marshall 2013). For simplicity, we will here take the diffusivity418
κ to be constant in our calculations. However, we can qualitatively infer how latitudinal variations419
in κ would affect our results in the diffusive limit: By inspecting Eq. (17), we see that a locally420
higher/lower κ gives a lower/higher salinity gradient. We also note that in the diffusive limit,421
variations in κ cannot shift the extrema of the salinity field, which locations occur where F (y) = 0.422
In Fig. 9a the ”Atlantic” solution is broadly similar to the observations, whereas the ”Indo–423
Pacific” solution has a too pronounced northward decrease in salinity. In the calculation, the ocean424
physics (i.e., κh) is identical in the two ”basins” implying that the differences in the salinity fields425
are caused only by the difference in freshwater forcing. Figure 9a also shows the salinity solutions426
associated with the antisymmetric and symmetric parts of G, respectively. It is the stronger inter-427
hemispheric freshwater transport per basin width (related to the equatorially-symmetric part of G)428
in the Indo–Pacific that creates its greater south-to-north salinity difference. Physically, this results429
from inter-hemispheric moisture transport, in part associated with the Asian Monsoon system430
(Emile-Geay et al. 2003; Wills and Schneider 2015; Craig et al. 2020). The symmetric salinity431
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fields are fairly similar in the two basin sectors, reflecting that the equatorially symmetric parts of432
the net evaporation fields are roughly similar but somewhat stronger in the Atlantic.433
The difference in salinity between the northern and southern ends of the basin is proportional to434
the integral of−G(y) over the entire basin (Eq. 20). Essentially, this integralmeasures the equatorial435
asymmetry of the Ẽ field and is positive if the centre of mass of Ẽ is the northern hemisphere.436
In the calculation, the north–south salinity difference is 1 and -2.6 psu in the Atlantic and Indo–437
Pacific sectors, respectively. This reflects the larger length scales, or lower wavenumbers, of the438
symmetric part of G in the Indo–Pacific that are more weakly damped by the diffusive transport.439
Thus, in the diffusive model the differences in the net evaporations fields between the basins alone440
give a salinity difference between the two basins in the north that is roughly comparable to the441
observations.442
Figure 10 shows the Ẽ–S digrams for the diffusive model solutions (Fig. 9a). In the Atlantic, the443
diffusive model reproduces several qualitative features of the observations. In the Indo–Pacific, the444
Ẽ–S relation of the diffusive model deviates more from the observations because of the stronger445
northward decline of salinity in the model. In the Atlantic, Ẽ–S curve make loops in the subtropics,446
reflecting the salinity maxima [found where F (y) = 0, see Eq. (17)] are located poleward of the net447
evaporation maxima. The regression slope (Eq. 2) is about 40% steeper in the ”Indo–Pacific” than448
in the ”Atlantic”. Thus, the larger spatial scales of the ”Indo–Pacific” freshwater forcing amplifies449
the sensitivity of the surface salinity. We have also calculated a Ẽ–S diagram using subtropical450
and subpolar latitude bands for the diffusive model solution (not shown): In the ”Indo–Pacific”,451
the subtropical and northern subpolar points fall approximately on a straight line, qualitatively452
resembling the observations shown in Fig. 3; the larger cross-equatorial salinity gradient in the453
Atlantic model solution causes greater differences between the model and the observations.454
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Interestingly, in the diffusive limit the equatorially asymmetric freshwater transports (Fig. 8b)455
yield Ẽ–S relationships that resemble the observational relationships in Fig. 2, particularly in the456
Atlantic. However, the advective-diffusive solution with an equatorially-symmetric net evaporation457
field, also gives a Ẽ–S curve (Fig. 7b) that captures qualitative aspects of the Atlantic Ẽ–S curve458
in observations. Thus, it is relevant to examine combined effects of northward advection and459
equatorially asymmetric forcing on the Atlantic Ẽ–S relationships in the model. For this purpose,460
we have calculated advective-diffusive solution to Eq. (5) using the Atlantic basin width and461
freshwater transport shown in Fig. 8. As detailed in the appendix, the vertical mixing term462
(proportional to we) is neglected and the upper layer volume transport (ψ = vhB) and κh are taken463
to be constant. As the basin width varies, the meridional velocity v varies and the Peclet number464







where L (∼ 7000 km) is the distance from the equator to the northern basin boundary. Figure466
9b shows ”Atlantic” advective-diffusive solutions for ψ/(κh) = 1 and ψ/(κh) = 2. Since L/B467
is approximately one in the Atlantic (see Fig. 8a), these solutions correspond roughly to Peclet468
numbers of 1 and 2, respectively; although the local Peclet numbers are higher in the more-narrow469
northern part of the basin. Stronger advection increases the damping, which causes the salinity470
range to decrease with increasing Peclet number. Comparison to the solutions calculated with471
equatorially symmetric freshwater forcing (dash-dotted lines in Fig. 9b) reveal that asymmetric472
forcing and northward advection reinforce each other to shift the extrema in the salinity field473
northward. Figure 11 shows the Ẽ–S relationships for the advective-diffusive Atlantic solutions474
with realistic net evaporation. The diffusive Pe= 0 and the Pe≈ 1 solutions share several qualitative475
features, but the advection enhances the subtropical loops in the north and decreases them in the476
south. The northward advection also increases the inter-hemispheric salinity contrast and the477
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Ẽ–S digram for the solution with stronger advection (Pe ≈ 2) gives, qualitatively, a worse fit478
to the Atlantic observations. Thus, the Ẽ–S relationship of the model qualitatively resembles479
Atlantic observations best in the diffusive limit, or for Peclet numbers smaller than one; note that480
the regression slopes are somewhat closer to the observations in Fig. 10 than in Fig. 11. As481
will be discussed below, however, the observed Atlantic zonal-mean relationship between the net482
evaporation and the mean salinity in the upper kilometre qualitatively resembles model solutions483
with a Peclet number on the order of unity.484
We underline that the Atlantic Basin has a fairly uniform zonal width. In the Atlantic, the simpler485
model with constant basin width (Eq. 7, Fig. 7) gives advective-diffusive solutions that are very486
similar to the ones of the model that accounts for varying basin width (Eq. A9, Fig. 9). In the487
Indo–Pacific, on the other hand, a constant northward volume transport affects the model salinity488
field more strongly in the northern extra tropics, where the basin is narrower and the local Peclet489
number higher (not shown). Furthermore, since the Indo–Pacific is wider than the Atlantic, the490
same northward overturning volume transport would correspond to a smaller Peclet number in491
the Indo–Pacific: the associated weaker northward salt advection is one factor that should favour492
northern sinking in the narrower Atlantic over northern sinking in the wider Indo–Pacific (Jones493
and Cessi 2017).494
Summarising some key results of the conceptual model analyses, we note that the limit of495
diffusive salt transports yields Ẽ–S relationships that reproduce the main qualitative features of496
the observations. These features include a general higher salinity sensitivity to net evaporation497
variations in the Indo–Pacific and subtropical loops in the Ẽ–S curves. The higher Indo–Pacific498
sensitivity is due to the larger inter-hemispheric asymmetry in the Ẽ field, which is associated with499
low wavenumbers (large meridional scales) that are weakly damped in the model. A northward500
advection can create or enhance subtropical loops of the observed orientation (anticlockwise501
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progressing poleward from the equator) in the northern hemisphere, but acts to suppress such502
loops due to diffusive transport in the southern hemisphere. Thus, the model results do not503
suggest a dominat role of northward near-surface advection in shaping the observed Atlantic Ẽ–S504
relationship. However, the poleward surface Ekman transport in the subtropics, which is essentially505
symmetric with respect to the equator, could reinforce the subtropical loops in both hemispheres506
similar to the (northward) advective enhancement of norther loops seen in the conceptual model.507
4. Understanding observations based on the conceptual model508
We now go on to further discuss the observed Ẽ–S relations (Figs. 2,3) in the light of the insights509
from the conceptual model. We first discuss some general features of the Ẽ–S curves and then510
proceed to consider signatures of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation.511
a. Is the salt transport in the near-surface ocean diffusive?512
The purely diffusive model calculations with realistic forcing reproduce two salient features of513
the observed Ẽ–S relations (Fig. 2): they have weaker slopes in the tropics than in the extratropics514
and they turn anticlockwise progressing poleward from the equator, generally forming loops. In515
the model, where the horizontal diffusivity is constant, it is the relative narrowness of the wet516
near-equatorial latitude bands that give Ẽ–S curves with weaker tropical slopes: the tropical net517
evaporation field has locally a higher curvature that causes a stronger diffusive damping of the518
salinity field (Eq. 15). The loops of the Ẽ–S curves in the subtropics occur because the salinity519
maxima are located poleward of the maxima in net evaporation. In the diffusive limit of the520
conceptual model, the relative location of these maxima is controlled by the spatial structure of521
the net evaporation. Notably, the observed net evaporation yields diffusive solutions with salinity522
maxima shifted poleward of the Ẽ maxima. For the cosine evaporation field (Eq. 8, Fig. 4), on the523
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other hand, the salinity extrema of the diffusive solution are co-located with the extrema in Ẽ. It524
would also be possible to construct net evaporation fields that yield a diffusive solution with the525
salinity maxima equatorward of the subtropical maxima in net evaporation.526
In the diffusive model calculation (Fig. 10), we use κh = 1.5 · 106 m3 s−1 to get a realistic527
salinity range. In the tropics, surface salinities are representative of the vertical-mean salinity in a528
relatively thin upper layer of about 100 m (see Fig. 12), which would imply an effective diffusivity529
κ of about 1.5 · 104 m2 s−1 in the surface ocean. This magnitude of κ is about a factor of 3 larger530
than the zonal-mean of the estimated meso-scale eddy diffusivities in the tropics (Abernathey and531
Marshall 2013), but similar to estimated local peak values in eddy diffusivities (Zhurbas and Oh532
2004; Abernathey and Marshall 2013). Zonal shears associated with the wind-driven gyres serve533
to enhance the meridional diffusivity acting on the zonal-mean salinity (Rhines and Young 1983;534
Young and Jones 1991; Wang et al. 1995; Rose and Marshall 2009), which may partly rationalise535
the high value of κ used in the conceptual model5. It is also possible that the large model diffusivity536
compensates for salinity damping processes such as vertical mixing that are not included in the537
model.538
Advection is another mechanism that can shift salinity extrema downstream of net evaporation539
extrema, irrespective of the details of the net evaporation field (Fig. 5). Gordon et al. (2015)540
proposed that the poleward shifts of the salinity maxima relative to those in net evaporation are541
primarily caused by the wind-driven surface Ekman flows, which are directed poleward in the542
trade-wind belt equatorward of about 30◦ latitude. However from the zonal-mean Ẽ–S relation543
alone, it is not possible to determine the relative importance of advective and diffusive processes544
in displacing the maxima in salinity and net evaporation. As noted in section 3.1, estimates of545
5In diffusive energy balance models, thermal ocean diffusivities, which accounts for wind-driven gyres, are typically on the order of 105 m2 s−1
(Rose and Marshall 2009).
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surface Ekman velocities and eddy diffusivities in the tropics suggest a Peclet number of about546
4 (Eq. 13), indicating that advection is stronger than diffusion. This is in line with the study of547
Busecke et al. (2017), who found that near the subtropical surface salinity maxima horizontal548
eddy diffusion only balances a smaller fraction (10–30 %) of the local evaporative surface forcing.549
With an effective meridional diffusivity on the order 1.5 ·104 m2 s−1, as suggested by the diffusive550
model calculations, the Peclet number becomes close to or lower than one. Thus, it is possible that551
horizontal diffusive transports due to wind-driven gyre circulations is of leading-order importance552
for shaping the zonal-mean surface salinity field near the subtropical salinity maxima, despite553
horizontal eddy diffusion being of secondary importance for the local salinity balance (Busecke554
et al. 2017).555
b. Effects of vertical mixing556
The damping due to horizontal advection and diffusion decreases with increasing spatial scales.557
These scale-dependent damping processes are likely too weak to control the surface salinity558
variations at the largest spatial scales, where vertical mixing should become more important. This559
is indicated by the diffusive calculation (Fig. 9a), where the ”Indo–Pacific” solution has a north-560
south salinity difference that is too large compared to observed salinity variations. This reflects the561
weak diffusive damping of forcing at low wavenumbers.562
A simple representation of vertical mixing is to assume that it restores the surface salinity towards563
a subsurface salinity with an inverse timescale r = we/h; see Eq. (5). Adding this vertical mixing564











When the length scale of the forcing is much larger than Lκr , vertical mixing will dominate the568
salinity damping. If we assume that the vertical mixing is due to vertical diffusion, with a diffusivity569
Kz and acting on a salinity structure with a vertical length scale h, then r ∼ Kz/h2. Equation (23)570




In the upper ocean, KZ typically ranges from 10−5 m2 s−1 in the thermocline (Ledwell et al. 1998)572
to 10−4 m2 s−1 just below the surface mixed layer (Large et al. 1994; Cronin et al. 2015). Taking573
h ∼ 100 m, Kz = 0.5 · 10−4 m2 s−1, and κ in the range 103 to 1.5 · 104 m2 s−1, gives values of Lκr574
in the range from 500 to 1700 km. Accordingly, vertical mixing should dominate over horizontal575
diffusion in the damping of the near surface salinity at scales above a few 1000 km.576
In the diffusive calculation (Fig. 9a), the spatial-mean net evaporation over the basin sectors577
was removed. If the basin-mean net evaporation is retained in the calculations, there will be a578
corresponding uniform diffusive salinity divergence and salt export at the boundaries to balance579
the freshwater loss. As this spatially-uniform forcing has virtually an infinite length scale, the dif-580
fusive response entails basin-scale gradients associated with large salinity variations. Specifically,581
including the mean Atlantic freshwater loss of 0.17 m year−1 in the calculation, the north–south582
Atlantic salinity difference grows from 1 to 12 psu. This further indicates that the forcing of the583
surface salinity due to variations in the surface freshwater flux on inter-hemispheric to inter-basin584
scales are countered by vertical mixing rather than horizontal diffusion or advection.585
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c. Signatures of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation586
The Atlantic surface salinity is fairly symmetric with respect to the equator, but as shown in587
Fig. 12, the Atlantic salinity is more equatorially asymmetric at depth. Presumably, this reflects588
the vertical structure of the meridional flow in the Atlantic. Near the surface, the zonal-mean589
meridional flow is roughly symmetric around the equator and primarily controlled by wind-driven590
Ekman transport (Gordon et al. 2015). The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC),591
on the other hand, has a relatively weak impact on the near-surface flow but yields a vertical-mean592
northward flow in the upper kilometer of the basin (Wunsch and Heimbach 2013; Cessi 2019).593
Near the surface, the latitude bands with alternating meridional flow directions and enhanced594
zonal-mean diffusivity due to wind-driven gyres and shallow overturning cells are likely to reduce595
the advective signature of the AMOC on the salinity field.596
Figure 13 shows the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific Ẽ–S relationships that result when the zonal-mean597
salinity is based on the vertical average from the surface down to 1000 m, rather than on the surface598
salinity. Note that the net evaporation is the same as used in Fig. 2. The shapes of the Ẽ–S599
relationships are similar for vertical salinity averages taken in the upper 500 to 1000 m, but the600
range of salinity variation decreases when the averaging depth range is increased. The deeper601
Atlantic Ẽ–S relation has a magnified subtropical loop in the northern hemisphere, whereas the602
loop in the southern hemisphere is diminished. This is qualitative consistent with the effect of603
northward advection in the conceptual model, which can be seen by comparing advective-diffusive604
solutions in Figs. 7b and 11 with diffusive solutions in Figs. 7a and 10. Thus, the deeper Atlantic605
Ẽ–S relation appears more advective and departs from the diffusive model solution (Fig. 10). In606
the Indo–Pacific the surface and depth-averaged Ẽ–S relations remain qualitatively similar.607
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We note that the largest poleward shift of the surface salinity maximum relative to the net608
evaporation maximum is found in the subtropical North Atlantic. In Fig. 2 this manifested in a609
more pronounced loop of the Ẽ–S curve in the North Atlantic than in the South Atlantic. Northward610
advection due to the AMOC may play a role here; in the tropical Atlantic, the AMOC and the611
subtropical cells interact and yield a poleward near surface flow that is stronger in the northern612
than in the southern hemisphere (Fratantoni et al. 2000; Schott et al. 2013): In the ECCO ocean613
reanalysis, the zonally-integrated Atlantic poleward volume transport in the upper 50 m is about614
twice as strong at 15◦N as it is at 15◦S (see Figs. 1 and 2 inWunsch and Heimbach 2013). Thus, the615
conceptual model results suggest that an enhancement of the zonal-mean near surface advection616
due to the AMOC influences the Ẽ–S relationship in the subtropical North Atlantic.617
5. Discussion and conclusion618
We used diagrams relating net evaporation and salinity to examine how atmospheric and oceanic619
processes shape the zonal-mean salinity in the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific. Diagrams based on620
observations yield curves in the Ẽ–S plane that have some common as well as different character-621
istics in the two basins, indicating a higher salinity sensitivity to net evaporation variations in the622
Indo–Pacific than in the Atlantic (Figs. 2, 3, 13). To interpret the observations, we examined a623
conceptual advective-diffusive model. Our main findings include:624
1. The zonal-mean salinity field in the upper ocean (∼100–150m) appears be primarily controlled625
by meridional diffusive transport created by mesoscale- and gyre-scale ocean eddies as well626
as shallow subtropical overturning cells. The effective meridional diffusivity inferred from627
the conceptual model is on the order of 104 m2 s−1.628
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2. The poleward shift of the surface salinity maxima relative to the net evaporation maxima in629
the subtropics can be caused by either diffusive or advective transport; the Ẽ–S diagram alone630
cannot determine which process dominates.631
3. The larger spatial scales associated with the inter-hemispheric asymmetry in the Indo–Pacific632
net evaporation field may be as important for creating the low surface salinities in the northern633
basin as the local net evaporation rate.634
4. The Atlantic depth-averaged Ẽ–S relation (Fig. 13) shows a greater signature of advection635
than the Atlantic surface relation, which appears to be shaped by diffusive transport (point 1636
above).637
The present work has been motivated by the question of why the surface salinities are higher in638
the North Atlantic than in the North Pacific. Specifically, the question of whether it is primarily639
atmospheric or oceanographic processes that create the salinity contrast. In the literature, the high640
Atlantic surface salinity has frequently been interpreted as a sign of a salt advection feedback, which641
is associated with the AMOC (Ferreira et al. 2018; Weijer et al. 2019). However, the observed642
Atlantic zonal-mean relationship between net evaporation and surface salinity does not exhibit a643
clear signature of northward mean advection. Indirectly, the AMOC may still be important for the644
North Atlantic surface salinities by carrying saline Indian Ocean thermocline water northward at645
depth (Gordon 1986; Rahmstorf 1996; Beal et al. 2011).646
The asymmetry in net evaporation between theAtlantic and the Pacific (and also the Indo–Pacific)647
is clearly important for the northern subpolar basin difference in surface salinity. Modelling studies648
indicate that if the present-day surface freshwater forcing pattern is amplified, the salinity difference649
between theNorthAtlantic and theNorth Pacific increases, and so does theAMOC (Cael and Jansen650
2020). Some studies on the role of the net evaporation have emphasized local differences in subpolar651
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regions (Warren 1983; Emile-Geay et al. 2003), whereas others have emphasized basin-integrated652
differences (Weyl 1968; Rahmstorf 1996). The present idealized diffusive model calculations show653
that, even in a basin sector with zero mean net evaporation, hemispheric asymmetries in the net654
evaporation field can cause a significant north–south salinity gradient. The fact that the center of655
mass of the net evaporation is shifted south of the equator in the Indo–Pacific sector acts to lower656
surface salinities in the north relative to the south, where the Antarctic Circumpolar Current serves657
to keep the Southern Ocean surface salinities almost zonally uniform (see Fig. 1b and Marshall658
and Speer 2012). Notably, Emile-Geay et al. (2003) argued that atmospheric freshwater transport659
due to the Asian Monsoon is crucial for creating subpolar net precipitation rates that are higher660
in the North Pacific than in the North Atlantic (Craig et al. 2017, 2020). With a scale-dependent661
damping of the surface salinity, a larger meridional fetch of the subpolar precipitation will depress662
the local surface salinity more. This underlines that it is not only the local precipitation rates663
that matter: Surface freshwater forcing with low meridional wavenumber, for example, due to the664
Asian Monsoon and other large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns in the Indo–Pacific sector665
(Wills and Schneider 2015; Craig et al. 2020), are a significant factor for the low surface salinities666
in subpolar North Pacific. Ultimately, the importance of the low wavenumber evaporative forcing667
on the surface salinity is determined by the relative strengths of horizontal advective-diffusive668
transports and vertical mixing [see Eq. (23)].669
It is relevant to ask if the effective meridional diffusivities are different in the North Atlantic670
and North Pacific and hence may contribute to the basin asymmetry in surface salinity. In fact,671
estimated subpolar mesoscale-eddy diffusivities are higher in the North Atlantic, particularly when672
comparing the central and eastern subtropical gyres: eddy diffusivities are typically a factor of two673
larger in the North Atlantic (Zhurbas andOh 2004; Abernathey andMarshall 2013). Simplemodels674
of meridional diffusive transport due to wind-driven gyres suggest that the effective diffusivity675
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increases with basin width (Wang et al. 1995; Rose and Marshall 2009), which in turn suggests676
that the gyres should accomplish a larger meridional salt transport in the wider Indo–Pacific than677
in the narrower Atlantic. However, the North Pacific narrows significantly northward and is as678
narrow as the North Atlantic at 55◦N (Fig. 8a). Thus, the widths of the northern subpolar gyres are679
fairly similar in the two basins. Furthermore, the tilted zero wind-stress curl line and its temporal680
migrations in the North Atlantic are two factors that serve to enhance meridional salt transport681
carried by wind-driven gyres (Warren 1983; Seager et al. 2002; Czaja 2009); these features may be682
more important than a relatively small difference in basin widths for the surface-salinity difference.683
Ferreira et al. (2018) attempted to assess the relative importance of atmospheric and oceanic684
processes in setting the subpolar surface salinity difference of ∼ 2 psu between the North Atlantic685
and North Pacific by analysing a Ẽ–S diagram6 divided in subtropical and subpolar latitude bands.686
Arguing that the slopes of the regression lines are controlled by oceanic processes and that the687
difference in basin-mean salinity is created by comparable contributions from surface freshwater688
forcing and inter-ocean salt transport, they proposed that atmospheric and oceanic processes both689
contribute to the present-day Atlantic–Pacific surface salinity asymmetry. The present analysis of690
Ẽ–S diagrams divided in finer latitude bands does not alter this general conclusion: the ratios of691
the Indo–Pacific and Atlantic regression slopes are similar in both types of diagrams. Furthermore,692
the qualitative conclusion is not sensitive to whether only the Pacific or the combined Indo–Pacific693
basin is used in the analysis. However, the conceptual model shows that the regression slopes694
(Eq. 15) can be influenced by the structure of the atmospheric freshwater forcing. If the difference695
of the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific regression slopes primarily reflects structural differences of the696
freshwater forcing, one could argue for a larger dominance of atmospheric processes in setting the697
Atlantic–Pacific asymmetry in surface salinity.698
6Their Fig. 4 that is comparable to the present Fig. 3
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APPENDIX702
Here, we provide details on how solutions to the conceptual model can be obtained. We also discuss703
the boundary condition of zero diffusive flux at the northern model boundary: how it affects the704
salt flux at the southern model boundary and how this can be interpreted physically.705
To begin with, we outline how a solution to Eq. (7) can be obtained for a general forcing Ẽ(y)706
in domain extending from y = −L to y = L. We consider Ẽ fields that integrate to zero over the707
domain, and seek solutions that in the diffusive limit have zero diffusive flux at the boundaries. In708







where ln = nπ/L and kn = (n−1/2)π/L are n:th wavenumbers and Êcn and Êsn are Fourier coeffi-710
cients, determined by the shape of Ẽ. Note that the boundary conditions imply that only ”odd” sine711
wavenumbers are included. Following the procedure outlined in section 3 for a single wavenumber,712











Here, we have introduced the salinity amplitudes Ŝcn and Ŝsn and the phases φcn and φsn; for the cosine714

















The corresponding sine terms are obtain by replacing Êcn and ln with Êsn and kn in these expressions.716
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When the advective velocity v is non zero, the solution given by Eq. (A2) generally has non717
zero diffusive fluxes at the boundaries, i.e., dSP/dy is not zero there. The homogeneous solution718
to Eq. (7), which is SH (y) = A+ B exp[Pe(y/L)] (Eq. 16), can be added to satisfy the boundary719
conditions. As it turns out, Eq. (7) generally lacks solutions that have zero diffusive flux at both720
boundaries when v is non zero. This can be shown by integrating the equation over the domain;721
recalling that the integral of Ẽ vanishes one obtains722













where S = SP+SH . Thus, when v is non zero the diffusive flux terms on the righthand side can both723
be zero only if the salinity is the same at the northern and southern boundaries. It is straightforward724
to show that no solutions exist having zero diffusive fluxes at boundaries when Ẽ(y) is equatorially725
symmetric, which implies that the Fourier series is composed of only cosine terms, i.e. Êsn = 0 for726
all n. It then follows from Eq. (A2) that SP(y = L)− SP(y = −L) = 0 and that the corresponding727
boundary fluxes (κdSP/dy) are equal, but non zero if v is non zero. The homogenous solution,728
which includes an exponential term, cannot alone make the lefthand side of Eq. (A4) to vanish;729
accordingly the diffusive boundary fluxes cannot both be zero for a symmetric Ẽ field. There may730
be special asymmetric Ẽ fields that allow the boundary conditions to be satisfied, but no general731
solution with zero boundary fluxes exits.732
For any Ẽ field, however, the homogeneous solution (Eq. 16) can be selected to give a vanishing733














where Pe = (vL)/κ is the Peclet number (Eq. 13), and the constant A has been chosen such that736
mean upper-layer salinity is zero. The rationale for choosing to satisfy the zero-flux condition at737
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the northern boundary is that the homogenous solution decays away from this boundary. Thus,738
when the Peclet number is large the zero-flux condition affects the salt field only near the northern739
boundary, and in the bulk of the domain it is essentially given by the particular solution SP(y).740
For intermediate Peclet numbers, this choice gives solutions that reproduce aspects of the Atlantic741
salinity field (Fig. 6). If instead the homogenous solution is selected to satisfy zero flux at the742
southern boundary, it grows exponentially northward and gives salt fields that are unrealistic even743
for moderate Peclet numbers.744
The solutions with non zero advection in Figs. 6 and 9 have higher salinities in the north than745
the south. As the diffusive salt flux at the northern boundary is taken to be zero, Eq. A4 implies746
that the diffusive flux (−κdS/dy) is positive at the southern boundary: salt conservation demands a747
diffusive flux at the southern boundary balancing the advective salt export from the ”upper ocean”748
model domain; see Fig. 4. In a more complete model with vertical structure (and in reality),749
salt is carried from the surface to the interior ocean with the northern sinking, and is returned to750
the surface with the upwelling in the south. In the upwelling region near the southern boundary,751
processes such as vertical diffusion and advection are presumably important in the salinity balance.752
Thus in the conceptual model, the lateral diffusive salt flux across the southern boundary can be753
viewed as a crude substitute for vertical advective-diffusive transports in a model with an active754
lower layer.755
The homogeneous solution to Eq. (7) can also be used to construct a Green’s function G(y− y′)756






G(y− y′)Ẽ(y′) dy′. (A6)
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By using the jump conditions and the zero-flux boundary condition at y = L (Eq. 6), one obtains758
the following Green’s function759









, y− y′ < 0. (A8)
The salinity fields show in Fig. 6 are obtained by evaluating the integral in Eq. (A6) numerically.761
In Fig. 6, Ẽ is normalised by its maximum absolute value and the salinity fields are normalised762
and multiplied by (2π)2, which implies that a cos(2πy/L) net evaporation field gives a normalised763
salinity field that ranges between -1 and 1.764
Salinity solutions can also be obtained when the basin width B(y) varies by integrating Eq. (5)765
(with the volume transport ψ constant and the vertical mixing term we = 0) southward from the766
norther boundary (yn). This yields767







where the condition of zero diffusive flux at y= yn has been used (Eq. 6). By using the definitions768























dy′+ S(y= yn). (A12)
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Here S(y=yn), which affects the spatial mean salinity, can be specified arbitrarily. If κh is constant,773










In this case, the structure of the solutions are determined by the single non-dimensional parameter775





Thus, Peψ is constant while Pe varies in inverse proportion to the basin width.777
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LIST OF FIGURES936
Fig. 1. The zonal-mean net evaporation adjusted for runoff [Ẽ, see Eq. (1) ] (a) and surface salinity (b)937
in the Atlantic (red), Pacific (black) and Indo–Pacific (blue) basins, including their marginal938
seas as defined by the International Hydrographic Organization [basin masks provided in939
Zweng et al. (2013) are used]. In (b) the solid red line shows the salinity in the open Atlantic,940
excluding marginal seas, and dashed red line the salinity including the marginal seas: The941
Black Sea and the Baltic Sea lower the zonal mean salinity of the whole Atlantic Basin,942
whereas the Mediterranean increases it slightly. In the Pacific and Indo–Pacific Basins, the943
marginal sea has a negligible influence on the zonal-mean surface salinity. The data have944
been area-averaged in 5◦ wide latitude bands. The Ẽ is based on ERA-Interim reanalysis945
for 1979–2012 (Dee et al. 2011), with details on runoff treatment described in Wills and946
Schneider (2015), and the surface salinity is from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 (Zweng et al.947
2013). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49948
Fig. 2. A representation of the zonal-mean data in Fig. 1 in a diagram with net evaporation (adjusted949
for river runoff) on the x axis and sea surface salinity on the y axis. Panel a/b shows the950
Atlantic/Indo–Pacific Basins from 65◦S to 65◦N. Note in the calculation of the zonal-mean951
salinity marginal seas are excluded for the Atlantic but included for the Indo–Pacific. The952
colour scale indicates the latitude and the black marker shows the equator. Dashed lines953
show regression least square fits (Eq. 2) to the data. The slope in the Atlantic (Indo–Pacific)954
corresponds to a salinity change of 0.7 (1.3) psu per m year−1. . . . . . . . . . 50955
Fig. 3. Ẽ–S representation of the zonal-mean data in Fig. 1, where the zonal-mean data in the956
Atlantic (red) and the Indo–Pacific (blue) have been area averaged in subtropical latitude957
bands (40◦S to 0◦ and 0◦ to 40◦N) and a northern subpolar band (40◦N to 65◦N). The red958
and blue squares indicate basin area averages (40◦S to 65◦N). The solid straight lines show959
least square fits (Eq. 2) to the area-averaged data. The slope in the Atlantic (Indo–Pacific)960
corresponds to a salinity change of 1.6 (2.3) psu per m year−1. The black square indicate a961
”Southern Ocean” area average from 65◦S to 40◦S extending zonally around the globe. The962
”Southern Ocean” point is located essentially on the Indo–Pacific regression line but further963
away from the Atlantic one: If including the Southern Ocean in the least square fits, the964
Atlantic (Indo–Pacific) slope would correspond to a salinity change of 2.1 (2.2) psu per m965
year−1. Thus, the Atlantic Ocean salinity sensitivity implied by this coarser area averaging966
appears lower than that of the combined Indo–Pacific–Southern Ocean. . . . . . . . 51967
Fig. 4. Sketch of the conceptual model of the zonal-mean salinity S(y) in a surface layer of depth968
h. The salinity is forced by the net evaporation Ẽ(y) and damped by meridional advection969
(v) and diffusive transport (D); see the text for details. The model does not include the970
meridional overturning circulation (MOC) in the lower layer and the shallow wind-driven971
subtropical cells (STCs; see Schott et al. 2013), which are outlined by the grey arrows. The972
wind-driven horizontal gyre circulation hardly affect the zonal-mean meridional velocity,973
but their zonal shears enhance the diffusivity of the zonal-mean salinity (Young and Jones974
1991; Rose and Marshall 2009). In the northern hemisphere, the tropical, subtropical, and975
subpolar gyres are indicated by the blue arrows. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52976
Fig. 5. Relations between net evaporation and salinity for a cosine evaporation field (Eq. 8). The977
results are presented in non-dimensional form. Panel a shows harmonic solutions, given by978
Eq. 14, in the diffusive limit (φ = 0 or Pe = 0, dashed line) and for an advective-diffusive979
case (φ = π/7 or Pe ≈ 3, solid line). The color indicates the latitude (−1 < y/L < 1), and980
the diamond and square markers indicate the equator (y = 0) and the subtropical evaporation981
maximum (|y/L | = 0.5), respectively. Panel b shows the Ẽ–S curve for the salinity solution982
(φ = π/7) where a homogenous solution (Eq. 16) has been added to give zero diffusive salt983
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flux at the northern boundary. Note that for a given Ẽ field, the shape of salinity solutions to984
Eq. (7) depends only on the Peclet number (Eq. 13) and the boundary conditions. . . . . 53985
Fig. 6. Salinity solutions obtained from Eq. 7 for a net evaporation field that resembles the986
equatorially-symmetric Atlantic net evaporation; see the appendix for computational de-987
tails. Panel a) shows the symmetrized evaporation and salinity solutions for two Peclet988
numbers that satisfy zero diffusive salt flux at the northern boundary. The results are pre-989
sented in non-dimensional form. Panel b) shows a Ẽ–S diagram in which the data in a) has990
been area-averaged in subpolar (0.7 < |y/L | < 1) and subtropical (0 < |y/L | < 0.7) latitude991
bands. The dashed lines connect the area-averaged values. In the diffusive case with Pe = 0,992
the salinity fields is equatorially symmetric and the area averaging yield only two points. . . 54993
Fig. 7. Relations between evaporation and salinity for the solutions shown in Fig. 6a, with an994
equatorially-symmetric net evaporation field that resembles the Atlantic one. A purely995
diffusive solution, which is equatorially symmetric (panel a, Pe = 0), and an advective-996
diffusive solution (panel b, Pe = 2) are shown. The color indicates the latitude (y/L) and the997
black diamond marks the equator. Note that panel a) shows only the northern hemisphere998
(0 < y/L < 1), whereas panel b) shows both hemispheres (−1 < y/L < 1). . . . . . . 55999
Fig. 8. a) Zonal widths of the Atlantic, Indo–Pacific and Pacific basin sectors obtained using the1000
basin masks of Zweng et al. (2013). The dashed lines show widths of basin sectors with a1001
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Fig. 13. A diagram with zonal-mean net evaporation (adjusted for river runoff) on the x axis and the1029
zonal-mean salinity averaged over the upper 1000 m on the y axis. Climatological salinity1030
from Zweng et al. (2013) is used. Panel a/b shows the Atlantic/Indo–Pacific Basins from1031
40◦S to 55◦N; the northern limit is chosen to exclude parts in the North Pacific where large1032
areas are shallower than 1000 m. The colour scale indicates the latitude and the black marker1033
shows the equator. Dashed lines show regression least square fits (Eq. 2) to the data. The1034
slope in the Atlantic (Indo–Pacific) corresponds to a salinity change of 0.17 (0.25) psu per1035
m year−1. When the data is area-averaged in subpolar and subtropical latitude bands, the1036
Atlantic Ẽ–S relation (not shown) becomes qualitatively similar to the Pe = 2 model solution1037
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b) Zonal Mean Surface Salinity
Fig. 1. The zonal-mean net evaporation adjusted for runoff [Ẽ, see Eq. (1) ] (a) and surface salinity (b) in
the Atlantic (red), Pacific (black) and Indo–Pacific (blue) basins, including their marginal seas as defined by the
International Hydrographic Organization [basin masks provided in Zweng et al. (2013) are used]. In (b) the
solid red line shows the salinity in the open Atlantic, excluding marginal seas, and dashed red line the salinity
including the marginal seas: The Black Sea and the Baltic Sea lower the zonal mean salinity of the whole Atlantic
Basin, whereas the Mediterranean increases it slightly. In the Pacific and Indo–Pacific Basins, the marginal sea
has a negligible influence on the zonal-mean surface salinity. The data have been area-averaged in 5◦ wide
latitude bands. The Ẽ is based on ERA-Interim reanalysis for 1979–2012 (Dee et al. 2011), with details on runoff
treatment described in Wills and Schneider (2015), and the surface salinity is from the World Ocean Atlas 2013

























































Fig. 2. A representation of the zonal-mean data in Fig. 1 in a diagram with net evaporation (adjusted for river
runoff) on the x axis and sea surface salinity on the y axis. Panel a/b shows the Atlantic/Indo–Pacific Basins
from 65◦S to 65◦N. Note in the calculation of the zonal-mean salinity marginal seas are excluded for the Atlantic
but included for the Indo–Pacific. The colour scale indicates the latitude and the black marker shows the equator.
Dashed lines show regression least square fits (Eq. 2) to the data. The slope in the Atlantic (Indo–Pacific)








Fig. 3. Ẽ–S representation of the zonal-mean data in Fig. 1, where the zonal-mean data in the Atlantic (red)
and the Indo–Pacific (blue) have been area averaged in subtropical latitude bands (40◦S to 0◦ and 0◦ to 40◦N) and
a northern subpolar band (40◦N to 65◦N). The red and blue squares indicate basin area averages (40◦S to 65◦N).
The solid straight lines show least square fits (Eq. 2) to the area-averaged data. The slope in the Atlantic (Indo–
Pacific) corresponds to a salinity change of 1.6 (2.3) psu per m year−1. The black square indicate a ”Southern
Ocean” area average from 65◦S to 40◦S extending zonally around the globe. The ”Southern Ocean” point is
located essentially on the Indo–Pacific regression line but further away from the Atlantic one: If including the
Southern Ocean in the least square fits, the Atlantic (Indo–Pacific) slope would correspond to a salinity change
of 2.1 (2.2) psu per m year−1. Thus, the Atlantic Ocean salinity sensitivity implied by this coarser area averaging












Fig. 4. Sketch of the conceptual model of the zonal-mean salinity S(y) in a surface layer of depth h. The
salinity is forced by the net evaporation Ẽ(y) and damped by meridional advection (v) and diffusive transport
(D); see the text for details. The model does not include the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) in the
lower layer and the shallowwind-driven subtropical cells (STCs; see Schott et al. 2013), which are outlined by the
grey arrows. The wind-driven horizontal gyre circulation hardly affect the zonal-mean meridional velocity, but
their zonal shears enhance the diffusivity of the zonal-mean salinity (Young and Jones 1991; Rose and Marshall
























































Fig. 5. Relations between net evaporation and salinity for a cosine evaporation field (Eq. 8). The results are
presented in non-dimensional form. Panel a shows harmonic solutions, given by Eq. 14, in the diffusive limit
(φ = 0 or Pe = 0, dashed line) and for an advective-diffusive case (φ = π/7 or Pe ≈ 3, solid line). The color
indicates the latitude (−1 < y/L < 1), and the diamond and square markers indicate the equator (y = 0) and
the subtropical evaporation maximum (|y/L | = 0.5), respectively. Panel b shows the Ẽ–S curve for the salinity
solution (φ = π/7) where a homogenous solution (Eq. 16) has been added to give zero diffusive salt flux at the
northern boundary. Note that for a given Ẽ field, the shape of salinity solutions to Eq. (7) depends only on the



































Fig. 6. Salinity solutions obtained from Eq. 7 for a net evaporation field that resembles the equatorially-
symmetric Atlantic net evaporation; see the appendix for computational details. Panel a) shows the symmetrized
evaporation and salinity solutions for two Peclet numbers that satisfy zero diffusive salt flux at the northern
boundary. The results are presented in non-dimensional form. Panel b) shows a Ẽ–S diagram in which the data
in a) has been area-averaged in subpolar (0.7 < |y/L | < 1) and subtropical (0 < |y/L | < 0.7) latitude bands. The
dashed lines connect the area-averaged values. In the diffusive case with Pe = 0, the salinity fields is equatorially





















































Fig. 7. Relations between evaporation and salinity for the solutions shown in Fig. 6a, with an equatorially-
symmetric net evaporation field that resembles the Atlantic one. A purely diffusive solution, which is equatorially
symmetric (panel a, Pe = 0), and an advective-diffusive solution (panel b, Pe = 2) are shown. The color indicates
the latitude (y/L) and the black diamond marks the equator. Note that panel a) shows only the northern


































b) Freshwater Transport per Unit Width
Atlantic
Indo-Pacific
Fig. 8. a) Zonal widths of the Atlantic, Indo–Pacific and Pacific basin sectors obtained using the basin masks
of Zweng et al. (2013). The dashed lines show widths of basin sectors with a constant longitudinal extent. b)
Freshwater transports per unit widthG(y) [see Eq. (19)] for the Atlantic and Indo–Pacific basin sectors, calculated
from the ERA-Interim reanalysis for 1979–2012 (Dee et al. 2011) as described in the text. Dashed lines show
the equatorially symmetric parts of G(y), which is tied to the equatorial asymmetry of the net evaporation fields.
Note that the meridional freshwater transport [F = B ·G, see Eq. (18)] is greater in the wider Indo–Pacific sector


































Fig. 9. a) Diffusive salinity solutions (Pe = 0) calculated from Eq. (20) using the data shown in Fig. 8. The
dashed/dashed-dotted lines show the salinity field obtained by using the equatorially-symmetric/equatorially-
antisymmetric parts of the freshwater transport G(y). b) Atlantic advective-diffusive salinity fields calculated
using the same data as in a); see the text and the appendix for details. Dashed-dotted lines show the salinity field
obtained by using the equatorially-antisymmetric parts of G(y). (The red lines duplicate the Atlantic diffusive
Pe = 0 solutions in panel a). Note that as the Atlantic basin width vary slightly, the Peclet numbers vary with
latitude, but these variations are modest; see Eq. (21). In both panels the parameter κh, which controls the

























































Fig. 10. Atlantic (a) and Indo–Pacific (b) relations between net evaporation and salinity from the diffusive
solutions (Pe = 0) defined by Eq. (20); shown in Fig. 9a. The dashed lines show straight line least square fits to














































Fig. 11. Atlantic relations between net evaporation and salinity from the advective- diffusive salinity solutions
with (a) Pe ≈ 1 and (b) Pe ≈ 2, shown in Fig. 9b. The dashed lines show straight line least square fits to the data






























Fig. 12. Zonal-mean salinity in the Atlantic (a) and Indo–Pacific (b). The blue (black) line shows the salinity
vertically averaged from the surface down to 50 (1000) m, and the red lines show the salinity in the thermocline




















































Fig. 13. A diagram with zonal-mean net evaporation (adjusted for river runoff) on the x axis and the zonal-
mean salinity averaged over the upper 1000 m on the y axis. Climatological salinity from Zweng et al. (2013)
is used. Panel a/b shows the Atlantic/Indo–Pacific Basins from 40◦S to 55◦N; the northern limit is chosen to
exclude parts in the North Pacific where large areas are shallower than 1000 m. The colour scale indicates the
latitude and the black marker shows the equator. Dashed lines show regression least square fits (Eq. 2) to the
data. The slope in the Atlantic (Indo–Pacific) corresponds to a salinity change of 0.17 (0.25) psu per m year−1.
When the data is area-averaged in subpolar and subtropical latitude bands, the Atlantic Ẽ–S relation (not shown)
becomes qualitatively similar to the Pe = 2 model solution shown in Fig. 6b.
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